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1 INTRODUCTION
Concurrent systems use a wide variety of synchronization disciplines that often include locks, readonly data structures, thread-local exclusive access, different access permissions for reads and writes,
atomic compare-and-swap, monotonically increasing updates, and synchronization disciplines
that dependent on the values of flags or other data structures. Reasoning about the correctness
of algorithms based on such subtle synchronization is tricky and error-prone, particularly in the
presence of an unbounded number of preemptive threads.
Much prior work has produced tools for verifying concurrent software [Brookes 2007; Chajed
et al. 2018; Cohen et al. 2009; Elmas 2010; Feng 2009; Flanagan et al. 2008, 2002, 2005; Freund and
Qadeer 2004; Gu et al. 2018; Hawblitzel et al. 2015; Jung et al. 2015; Leino et al. 2009; Lorch et al.
2020a,a; O’Hearn 2004; Xu et al. 2016; Yi et al. 2012]. Using such tools in practice, however, remains
daunting. Some are limited in the types of synchronization they can reason about, while others
present programming models far from typical programming languages or require much time and
effort to use. Diagnosing verification failures and addressing them is also challenging.
This paper presents the Anchor concurrent software verifier that is designed to address two
central challenges in concurrent software verification:
(1) How to clearly and concisely specify the sophisticated synchronization mechanisms used in
concurrent software.
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(2) How to use those synchronization specifications to verify that software behaves correctly.
These specification and verification challenges are interdependent. At one extreme, standard model
checking avoids the need for synchronization specifications but has trouble scaling to large numbers
of threads. Conversely, scalable verification necessitates precise and expressive specifications.
Synchronization Specifications. Anchor’s verification methodology is based on Lipton’s theory
of reduction [Lipton 1975], which employs a commuting argument to limit where thread interference
may occur. Anchor’s synchronization specifications facilitate reduction in that they describe both
(1) when each thread is permitted to access (read or write) each shared memory location, and
(2) how each permitted access commutes with potential concurrent accesses of other threads.
As an example, consider a field f protected by the lock of the enclosing object. If a thread accesses f
without holding that lock, it is an error (denoted E in our specification language). If a thread holds
that lock, then an access to f commutes across preceding and succeeding operations of other threads
because other threads cannot simultaneously access that lock-protected field. Thus, a lock-protected
access is considered a both-mover (denoted B). Anchor’s synchronization specification for f is:
class C {
int f moves_as holds(this) ? B : E;
}

where the moves_as clause specifies the synchronization discipline for f, and the ternary expression
ł·? · :·ž captures the notion that whether an access is permitted, and its commuting properties,
depends on whether the current thread holds the protecting lock this.
Synchronization mechanisms are often designed around a rich variety of conditions, including
which locks are held, whether an access is a read or a write, whether the enclosing object is thread
local, the identity of the accessing thread, and the values of other variables or other aspects of
program state. Such conditions are readily captured by Anchor’s moves_as synchronization
specifications. Anchor also supports verification of cas-based non-blocking algorithms.
One key benefit of Anchor’s synchronization specifications is that they enable Anchor to reject
problematic synchronization designs even before the first line of implementation code is written.
To illustrate this point, consider the following declaration indicating that field g can be accessed by
any thread at any time, and that all accesses are both-movers.
int g

moves_as B;

This declaration is erroneous, as a write to g could conflict with concurrent writes of other threads.
Anchor detects this error after inspecting only the declaration of g, and without needing to inspect
implementation code using g.
P/C Equivalence. Anchor programs include yield annotations documenting where thread interference is observable. Anchor uses the synchronization specifications to verify that these
annotations are placed correctly. As such, Anchor ensures that concurrent programs exhibit the
same behavior under both
• a preemptive scheduler that context switches at any point, and
• a cooperative scheduler that context switches only at yield annotations.
We call this guarantee preemptive/cooperative (P/C) equivalence. It enables subsequent higher-level
(formal or informal) reasoning to be based on the more intuitive cooperative scheduler, even
though the code runs on standard, preemptive hardware. In addition, code without yields is
guaranteed to be atomic, so P/C equivalence is an extension of atomicity that supports more
complex synchronization with intentional thread interference [Yi et al. 2012].
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Anchor Verifier. We have implemented the Anchor verifier based on the specification and
correctness properties described above. A program verified by Anchor
•
•
•
•
•

satisfies its synchronization specification,
is free of data race conditions (and hence exhibits sequentially-consistent behavior),
is P/C equivalent,
satisfies its method specifications, and
does not go wrong due to assertion failures.

We have evaluated Anchor on a programs ranging from textbook data structures [Herlihy and
Shavit 2008] to the FastTrack race detection algorithm [Flanagan and Freund 2010] and a specialized queue found in the LibLFDS library [LibLFDS 2019]. Our experience shows that Anchor is able
to verify programs using complex synchronization disciplines without an excessive specification or
proof burden. For example, verifying functional correctness for the FastTrack algorithm required
adding about 150 lines of specification to 220 lines of implementation code. Prior work verifying
those functional requirements in the CIVL verifier for concurrent programs [Hawblitzel et al. 2015]
necessitated adding over 500 lines of specification to 250 lines of CIVL code [Flanagan et al. 2018;
Wilcox et al. 2018]. Similarly, verifying functional correctness for a lock-free concurrent queue
required writing code and specifications totaling to less than 10% of the code, specifications, and
proofs required to verify that queue in Armada [Lorch et al. 2020a].
Our correctness argument for Anchor’s core analysis is formalized as a stack of three operational
semantics, related by appropriate notions of simulation, for an idealized subset of Java. The first
standard semantics formalizes the execution behavior of programs. The second instrumented semantics embodies the core correctness guarantees of our approach and checks that the synchronization
discipline is respected and that each yield-free code fragment is reducible. The third thread-modular
semantics executes one thread of the instrumented semantics in isolation, using the synchronization
specifications to model possible behaviors of interleaved threads at yield points. This semantics
is the core of our analysis and, by being thread-modular, enables us to reason about an arbitrary
number of threads. Specifically, Anchor analyzes the behavior of code under the thread-modular
semantics via a translation to Boogie [Barnett et al. 2005]. If Boogie shows the thread-modular
semantics does not go wrong, then the original program satisfies the correctness properties above.
Contributions. In summary, the contributions of this paper include the following:
• A concise, expressive notation for synchronization specifications that describes (1) which memory
accesses are permitted and (2) how they commute with concurrent operations. (Sections 2 and 4)
• A set of self-consistency checks to detect errors in synchronization specifications early in the
development process, even before the first line of concurrent code is written. (Section 5)
• A verification technique for concurrent software that uses synchronization specifications to
perform reduction and thread-modular reasoning. (Sections 6 and 7)
• A correctness argument based on three related operational semantics. (Sections 6 and 7)
• The Anchor verifier, an implementation of our technique for a Java-like language, as well as a
compiler that generates executable code directly from verified Anchor source. (Section 8)
• An evaluation of Anchor showing its effectiveness on a variety of algorithms. (Section 9)
2 BACKGROUND AND EXAMPLES
Review: Lipton’s Theory of Reduction. To verify P/C-equivalence, Anchor utilizes Lipton’s
theory of reduction [Lipton 1975]. That theory is based on classifying how operations of one thread
t commute with concurrent operations of another thread u.
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Fig. 1. Commuting operations in Lipton’s Theory of Reduction.

• A t-operation is a right-mover (denoted R) if it commutes łto the rightž of any subsequent
u-op, in that performing the steps in the opposite order (i.e. u followed by t) does not change
the resulting state. For example, a lock acquire by t is a right-mover because any subsequent
u-op cannot modify that lock.
• Conversely, a t-operation is a left-mover (denoted L) if it commutes łto the leftž of a preceding
u-operation. For example, a lock release by t is a left-mover because any preceding u-op
cannot modify that lock.
• An operation is a both-mover (B) if it is both a left- and a right-mover, and it is a non-mover (N)
if neither a left- nor a right-mover. For example, a race-free memory access is a both-mover
because there are no concurrent, conflicting accesses, but an access to a race-prone variable
is a non-mover since there may be concurrent writes.
Consider a sequence of steps performed by a particular thread that consists of zero or more
right-movers (R); at most one non-mover (N); and zero or more left-movers (L). Such a sequence
R∗ ; [N]; L∗ is said to be reducible; any interleaved steps of other threads can be łcommuted outž to
yield an execution in which the steps run in a cooperative fashion without interleaved steps from
other threads. For example, a lock acquire followed by race-free memory accesses and then a lock
release is reducible. Figure 1 illustrates how such a sequence of steps interleaved with steps of
other threads may be commuted within a trace to produce a sequence with the same behavior, but
without interleaved steps. Anchor uses this theory to show that each method is P/C equivalent by
verifying that all execution paths consist of reducible sequences R∗ ; [N]; L∗ separated by yields.
Synchronization specifications. To leverage Lipton’s theory, Anchor relies on a synchronization
specification that describes (1) when each thread can access each memory location and (2) how
each access commutes with steps from other threads. A basic synchronization specification is one
of the standard mover classifications (R/L/B/N) or the special error mover E to indicate that an access
is not permitted. Commutativity can also be conditioned on a boolean expression expr.
Mover
SyncSpec

::= B | L | R | N | E
::= Mover
| expr ? SyncSpec : SyncSpec

Here, expr may be any boolean expression from the source language, and it may refer to the
following additional special variables and predicates.
tid: the thread identifier of the accessing thread.
isRead(): whether the access is a read.
newValue: the value being written, if the access is a write.
holds(obj): whether the lock for the object denoted by the expression obj is held.
isLocal(obj): whether obj is accessible by only the current thread.
The remainder of this section illustrates synchronization specifications and our verification technique via a series of examples.
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class Node {
int item moves_as (isRead() || isLocal(this)) ? B : E;
Node next moves_as (isRead() || isLocal(this)) ? B : E;

B

Node(int item, Node next) {
this . item = item; this . next = next;
}

}
class LockBasedStack {
Node head moves_as holds(this) ? B : E;

R
B
B
L

R
B
L
R
B
B
L

}

class LockFreeStack {
volatile Node head moves_as N;

modifies this;
ensures this . head . item == item;
ensures this . head . next == old(head . next);
public int push(int item) {
acquire(this);
Node node = new Node(item, this . head);
this . head = node;
release(this);
}

modifies this;
ensures this . head . item == item;
ensures this . head . next == old(head . next);
public void push(int item) {
while (true) {
N
Node n = this . head;
yield;
B
Node nu = new Node(item, next);
B/N if (cas(this . head, n, nu)) { // if cas fails
break;
//
then B
}
//
else N
}
}

modifies this;
ensures $result == old(this . head . item);
ensures this . head == old(this . head . next);
public int pop() {
acquire(this);
while (this . head == null) {
release(this);
yield;
acquire(this);
}
int value = this . head . item;
this . head = this . head . next;
release(this);
return value;
}

modifies this;
ensures $result == old(this . head . item);
ensures this . head == old(this . head . next);
public int pop() {
while (true) {
N
Node top = this . head;
yield;
if (top != null) {
B
Node n = top . next;
B/N
if (cas(this . head, top, n)) { // if cas fails
return top . item;
//
then B
}
//
else N
}
}
}
}

Fig. 2. LockBasedStack and LockFreeStack examples.

LockBasedStack. The lock-based stack implementation in Figure 2 exemplifies the annotations
used to verify P/C equivalence and functional correctness:
• moves_as annotations capture synchronizations specifications for fields.
• yield annotations indicate where interference may occur in method bodies.
• requires, modifies, and ensures annotations specify method behavior.
We introduce additional annotations below for capturing how variables may be modified by other
threads at yields (noABA and yields_as) and for stating object and loop invariants (invariant).
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The code in Figure 2 maintains the stack as a linked list of Node objects, where reads of the
item and next fields are always permitted and are both movers (B), but writes to these fields are
permitted only when the node is still local to its allocating thread. Thus, once nodes are shared
between threads, writes are forbidden and are error movers (E).
The LockBasedStack class contains a head node that is protected by its enclosing lock this,
and that is implicitly initialized with null. The push() method allocates a new Node and then
stores it in head. To respect the synchronization discipline, the push() method acquires the lock on
the stack object prior to accessing head. The push() method is atomic (reducible) since it consists
of a lock acquire (R), a lock-protected read of head (B), initialization of a thread-local node (B),
a lock-protected write to head (B), and a lock release (L), thus matching the pattern R∗ ; [N]; L∗ .
We include these inferred movers to the left of the code. For field accesses, the synchronization
discipline is evaluated at the current program point to determine its commutativity. For example,
the write to this.head occurs when the lock for this is held, and evaluating the synchronization
specification for head in this context yields B. Note that the Node constructor is inlined at its call
sites during verification and thus does not require a specification.
The pop() method similarly acquires the stack’s lock, but then busy waits until the stack has
at least one element in it. While waiting, it releases and re-acquires the lock. Since other threads
may change head between the release and acquire, we include a yield at that point. Since yield
annotations are part of a program’s specification, they do not affect the run-time behavior of the
code. Any call to pop() performs the following sequence of heap operations:

∗
acq(this);
| {z }
R

this.head == null; rel(this); yield; acq(this);
|
{z
} | {z }
| {z }
B
L
R

this.head != null; . . . ; rel(this);
|
{z
} |{z} | {z }
B
B
L

where the elided steps read and update this.head. This sequence R; [B; L; yield; R; ]∗ ; B; B; L consists of reducible sequences R∗ ; [N]; L∗ separated by yields and is thus P/C equivalent. Moreover,
the reducible sequences are all no-ops, except for the last, which has the effect of atomically
removing a node from the stack, as required by pop()’s specification. In that specification, the
special variable $result refers to the method’s return value, and terms of the form old(e), such
as old(this.head.item), refer to the value of e at the beginning of the yield-free region captured
by the specification. Note that old(this.head.item) may have a different value than it had at
the start of the method call if interference occurs at a documented yield point.
LockFreeStack. The alternative LockFreeStack implementation in Figure 2 uses optimistic concurrency control instead of a lock. Any thread can read or write the field head at any time, All
accesses to it are thus non-movers N because of the potential for conflicting concurrent writes.
Anchor requires head to be declared volatile to ensure sequential consistency.1
The method push() reads this.head into n, allocates a new node nu, and then tries to atomically
change this.head from n to nu with an atomic compare-and-swap (cas) operation. If the cas
operation fails, the code retries until it succeeds. The succeeding cas operation is a non-mover (N),
since it writes to head. Our analysis permits cas to fail non-deterministically so we treat failing
cas operations as both-movers (B). The B/N annotation in the figure captures the cas operation’s
failing/succeeding commutativities. Any call to push() performs the following sequence of heap
operations:

∗
n = this.head; yield; nu= . . . ; failed-cas;
|
{z
}
| {z } | {z }
N
B
B

n = this.head; yield; nu= . . . ; successful-cas;
|
{z
}
| {z } |
{z
}
N
B
N

1 In

general, any field exhibiting N, R, or L commuting behavior may be prone to data races (unordered conflicting accesses).
Requiring those fields to be volatile ensures sequential consistency, which simplifies Anchor’s formal development and
implementation. It also provides a strong guarantee to the programmer even on platforms with relaxed memory models.
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class AtomicInt {
noABA volatile int n moves_as isRead() ? N
: (newValue == this . n + 1 ? N : E)
yields_as newValue >= this . n;

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

modifies this;
ensures this . n == old(this . n) + 1;
public int inc() {
while (true) {
N/R int x = this . n;
// if cas fails then N else R
B/N if (cas(this . n,x,x+1)) { return n+1; } // if cas fails then B else N
yield;
}
}
}

Fig. 3. AtomicInt example.

The sequence [N; yield; B; B]∗ ; N; yield; B; N consists of reducible sequences separated by yields
and is thus P/C equivalent. As in the previous example, the reducible sequences are all no-ops,
except for the last, which has the heap effect of atomically adding the new node to the stack, as
required by push()’s specification. The pop() method is similar.
Note that LockFreeStack’s methods satisfy the exact same specifications as LockBasedStack’s,
despite using optimistic concurrency control instead of locks.
AtomicInt Example. As another illustration of Anchor’s cas-based reasoning, consider class
AtomicInt in Figure 3. The synchronization specification for volatile field n indicates that the field
can be read and written at any time (N) and that writes must always increment n (expressed via the
condition newValue == this.n + 1. That field is labeled noABA to indicate that it exhibits ABA
freedom [Michael 2004]. This means that if a thread reads a value A from n, and then later reads the
same value A again, then no other thread could have changed n from A to a different value B, and
then back to A again in between those two reads. This property helps prove absence of interference
between threads. Anchor verifies that any field declared noABA exhibits ABA freedom.
The last loop iteration in inc() consists of a read of n into x, followed by a successful cas
changing this.n from x to x+1. Since n is ABA free, no other thread could have written to n
between the read and the successful cas. As such, Anchor considers the read operation to be a
right-mover, provided it is followed by a successful cas [Wang and Stoller 2005]. On all earlier
iterations, the read of this.n is followed by a failed cas, which is a both-mover. Thus, any call to
inc() performs the following sequence of heap operations:

∗
x = this.n; failed-cas; yield;
| {z } | {z }
N
B

x = this.n; successful-cas;
| {z } |
{z
}
R
N

The sequence [N; B; yield]∗ R; N consists of reducible sequences separated by yields and is P/C
equivalent. Moreover, the reducible sequences are all no-ops, except for the last, which has the
heap effect of atomically incrementing this.n, as required by inc()’s specification.
This cas-based reasoning is critical for verifying the correctness of many non-blocking algorithms.
It involves verifying that noABA fields are free from ABA problems and treating reads from them
differently, depending on whether or not each read is followed by a successful cas operation. To the
best of our knowledge Anchor is the first SMT-based verifier that automates this kind of reasoning.
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Anchor Error Messages. Anchor reports understandable and actionable error messages for
incorrect synchronization disciplines, unintended thread interference, and violations of assertions
and invariants. For example, adding the following method to LockBasedStack in Figure 2 produces
an error report containing the trace on the right below. It contains the commutativity of each
synchronization and memory access, and how the commutativity for each access was computed.
public void buggy() {
this . push(10);
// must acquire lock here
assert this . head . item == 10;
}

call this . push(10)
acquire(this);
...
[L] release(this);
[E] tmp9 = this . head; [!isLocal(this) && !holds(this) => E]
[R]

Such traces often immediately identify a synchronization specification violation, as illustrated here
by the error commutativity E for the access to this.head without holding the lock. After inserting
the necessary synchronization, Anchor reports the following reduction error trace.
public void buggy() {
this . push(10);
// yield necessary here
acquire(this);
assert this . head . item == 10;
release(this);
}

[R]
[B]
[B]
[B]
[B]
[L]
[R]

call this . push(10)
acquire(this);
node = new Node();
tmp = this . head; [!isLocal(this) && holds(this) => B]
node . item = 10; [isLocal(node) => B]
node . next = tmp; [isLocal(node) => B]
this . head = node; [!isLocal(this) && holds(this) => B]
release(this);
acquire(this); // R cannot follow L in reducible trace

Adding the missing yield fixes the reduction error but results in the Anchor reporting that the
assertion may fail, again providing a failing trace:
public void buggy() {
this . push(10);
yield; // added
acquire(this);
assert this . head . item == 10;
release(this);
}

[R]
[B]
[L]
===
[R]
[B]
[B]

call this . push(10)
acquire(this);
. . . as before . . .
release(this);
yield;
acquire(this);
tmp9 = this . head; [!isLocal(this) && holds(this) => B]
tmp8 = tmp9 . item; [!isLocal(tmp2) && isRead() => B]
assert tmp8 == 10;

As in some other tools [Le Goues et al. 2011], Anchor provides a way to inspect the program state
via memory snapshots for each line of the trace. The snapshot immediately before the assert is:
LOCALS
tid

102

this Stack.0
tmp8 15
tmp9 Node.9

Stack.0
State Shared
head Node.9
_lock 102

Node.9
State Shared
item
15
next Node.27
_lock
19

Node.27

The record for the object Node.9 includes its item and next fields, whether it is thread-local or
shared, and the tid of the thread holding its lock (if any). Some of these values are not relevant
(e.g., the lock holder), but we do see that the head node stores 15 instead of the expected value 10.
Inspecting the snapshot for the earlier yield indicates that this is where the change occurred.
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LOCALS
tid

102

102

this Stack.0 Stack.0

Stack.0

Node.9

State Shared Shared
head Node.0 Node.9
_lock
-1
-1

State Fresh Shared
15
item
-

Node.0
State Shared Shared
item
10
10

next

-

_lock

-

Node.27
19

Node.27

next Node.3 Node.3
_lock

-1

-1

Node.3

This snapshot shows the pre-yield state and any changes that occurred during the yield, specifically
that this.head was changed from Node.0 to Node.9. Snapshots like these, coupled with the detailed
traces, have proven effective for debugging errors both in specifications and in code.
Abbreviations. Anchor supports abbreviations for common synchronization idioms encountered
in practice. We introduce those abbreviations here before showing one more sophisticated example.
thread_local
guarded_by l
write_guarded_by l
readonly
immutable

≡
≡
≡
≡
≡

isLocal(this) ? B : E
holds(l) ? B : E
isRead() ? (holds(l) ? B : N) : (holds(l) ? N : E)
isRead() ? B : E
isRead() ? R : E

For thread-local fields, the allocating thread initially has exclusive access (B). If the object ever
becomes shared between threads, subsequent accesses are errors (E). The guarded_by abbreviation
captures lock-based exclusive access, as for LockBasedStack’s head field. The write_guarded_by
abbreviation captures a more subtle discipline where a lock must be held for writes but not
necessarily for reads. Reads while holding the lock are both-movers (B) since there cannot be
concurrent writes; reads without holding the lock are non-movers (N) since there may be concurrent
writes; and lock-protected writes are non-movers (N) since there may be concurrent reads.
The readonly abbreviation is used when a field’s value is fixed from the moment the field
becomes accessible to multiple threads. Reads of readonly fields are both-movers. For immutable
fields, writes are forbidden (E), but reads are okay and are right-movers due to the absence of
subsequent writes. Reads of immutable fields are not left-movers, however, as the field could have
changed before becoming immutable.
FastTrack VarState Synchronization Discipline. We conclude this section with the class
VarState in Figure 4 that shows a more involved synchronization discipline used in the FastTrack
dynamic data race detector [Flanagan and Freund 2010; Wilcox et al. 2018].
The key idea is that the synchronization discipline depends on whether the field readEpoch
is set to the special constant value SHARED. For example, the field readEpoch itself is initially
write_guarded_by this (line 141) but becomes immutable once it is set to the constant value
SHARED. The declaration on lines 143ś146 has the form
int[moves_as SyncDiscipline1 ] vc moves_as SyncDiscipline2 ;
to indicate that the field vc is protected by SyncDiscipline2 and the array element vc[index]
is protected by SyncDiscipline1 (which may mention index). According to this declaration, the
array entry vc[index] is initially guarded_by this (line 143). However, once readEpoch becomes
SHARED, the synchronization discipline for vc[index] changes. That memory location can then be
read by any thread holding the lock this or by the thread with thread identifier tid == index
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class VarState {
volatile int readEpoch moves_as (this . readEpoch != SHARED) ? write_guarded_by this
: immutable;
int[moves_as (this . readEpoch != SHARED) ? guarded_by this
: isRead() ? (holds(this) || tid == index ? B:E)
: (holds(this) && tid == index ? B:E)]
vc moves_as (this . readEpoch != SHARED) ? guarded_by this : write_guarded_by this;
...
}

149
150
151
152
153

class ThreadState {
// method spec elided for simplicity
public boolean read(VarState sx) {
B int e = . . . ; // e is never SHARED

154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166

// fast path:
N/R int r = sx . readEpoch;
// if sx . readEpoch != SHARED then N else R
if (r == e) return true;
if (r == SHARED &&
N
sx . vc[tid] == e) return true;
yield;
// slow path:
R acquire(sx);
N
...
L release(sx);
}
}

Fig. 4. FastTrack VarState synchronization specification.

(line 144). Writes to vc[index] require both holding the lock and having tid == index (line 145).
Under this discipline, all permitted accesses to vc[index] are both-movers.
These complex specifications enable Anchor to verify the reducibility of several core FastTrack
methods, including the read method in Figure 4, which elides locking in the fast-path code to
maximize performance. If sx.readEpoch == e, the path is reducible since it only initializes e (B)
and reads sx.readEpoch (N) before returning. If sx.readEpoch is not SHARED, the fast-path code
is reducible since it only initializes e (B) and reads sx.readEpoch (N) before reaching the yield. If
sx.readEpoch is SHARED, the code reads sx.readEpoch (now R because it is immutable), reads vc
(N because it is write_guarded_by a lock that is not held, line 146), and reads vc[tid] (B because
tid is the index being accessed, also line 146). We summarize the two accesses on line 146 as N in
the figure, since code consisting of a non-mover and a both-mover has the same commutativity
properties as just a non-mover. In all three cases, the fast-path code is reducible. The slow-path
code after the yield is also reducible, which enables Anchor to prove that all executions of this
method are P/C equivalent and satisfy its specification.
3 RELATED WORK
A large body of prior work has addressed the important problem of concurrent software verification.
We focus primarily on related work employing reduction-based techniques.
Reduction. Lipton [Lipton 1975] first proposed reduction as a way to reason about concurrent
programs without considering all possible interleavings. Doeppner [Jr. 1977], Back [Back 1989], and
Lamport and Schneider [Lamport and Schneider 1989] extended this work to proofs of general safety
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properties, Misra [Misra 2001] to programs built with monitors [Hoare 1974] communicating via
procedure calls, and Cohen and Lamport [Cohen and Lamport 1998] to proofs of liveness properties.
Farzan and Vandikas [Farzan and Vandikas 2020] recently extended these ideas to encompass a
search for a sound reduction strategy.
Calvin-R. Anchor and Calvin-R [Freund and Qadeer 2004] both verify concurrent software using
reduction and thread-modular reasoning. Anchor improves on Calvin-R in terms of expressiveness
and usability: it permits different synchronization specifications for reads and writes; its synchronization specifications explicitly describe the mover status of each access, enabling additional
self consistency checks; it supports explicit yields to document thread interference; it verifies P/C
equivalence; and it provides better error messages with traces and heap snapshots upon verification
failure. Unlike Calvin-R, Anchor supports method calls via inlining, thus avoiding the burden and
complexity of specifying all methods. Calvin-R would not be able to verify most of our benchmarks.
CIVL. Anchor is inspired by CIVL [Hawblitzel et al. 2015] (and its predecessor QED [Elmas
2010]), and by the difficulties we encountered while verifying complex algorithms in CIVL. CIVL
verifies software through a series of layers of repeated abstraction and reduction, but its expressiveness introduces significant user-visible complexity. Indeed, its acronym łConcurrent Intermediate
Verification Languagež suggests that it is not targeted towards user-level verification. Moreover,
the CIVL source language is not executable. In contrast, Anchor supports standard imperative
object-oriented code enriched with specifications in order to achieve both expressiveness and
usability. Section 9 compares verifying the FastTrack data race detector in both Anchor and CIVL.
Armada. Like Anchor, Armada [Lorch et al. 2020a] focuses on SMT-based verification via a
combination of reduction and thread-modular reasoning, as well as additional strategies for, e.g.,
data abstraction. A key difference between Armada and Anchor is our emphasis on formally
specifying synchronization disciplines, checking them for consistency independently from the code,
and only then checking that code conforms to those specifications. In contrast, Armada checks
commuting properties for all pairs of operations in the code itself. We believe our approach offers
some benefits including better documentation, more modular development methodology (outlined
in Section 9), more understandable errors messages, and potentially better scalability. In addition,
Armada does not include built-in support for cas. One avenue for future work is to leverage our
expressive synchronization specifications in tools like Armada.
Permission-Based Reasoning. A number of projects use permissions or ownership, in the style
of separation logic, to reason about what memory locations are accessible to various threads.
Viper [Müller et al. 2016] is a toolchain for verifying sequential and concurrent programs with
mutable state, based on permissions or ownership. It supports fractional permissions, allowing
multiple threads to simultaneously read a shared memory location, but does not appear to support
more sophisticated synchronization disciplines, such as cas-based synchronization. VerCors [Blom
et al. 2017] is a tool for static verification of parallel programs using permission-based separation
logic that uses Viper as a back-end for their Java and OpenCL verifiers.
Coq-based Techniques. CSpec [Chajed et al. 2018] is a Coq library for verifying concurrent
systems modeled in Coq [Coq 2019] using movers and reduction. It is very expressive, particularly
because additional proof techniques can be added as additional Coq code, but that flexibility comes
at the price of needing to write significant Coq code for both specifications and proofs. CCAL [Gu
et al. 2018] provides a compositional semantic model in Coq for composing multithreaded layers of
software and for verifying the correctness of software components. It focuses on rely-guarantee
reasoning [Jones 1983], which uses a ‘rely’ predicate to modify shared state at every point in the
analyzed code. In contrast, reduction soundly restricts such modifications to only yield points.
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Another Coq-based framework for verifying concurrent software is Iris [Jung et al. 2018], which
uses higher-order separation logic to verify correctness of higher-order imperative programs.
Model Checking. Much work is focused on concurrent software model checking [Chamillard et al.
1996; Musuvathi et al. 2008; Yahav 2001], which is hard to apply to concurrent components with an
unbounded number of threads. Partial-order methods [Godefroid 1997; Godefroid and Wolper 1991;
Peled 1994] have been used to limit state-space explosion while checking concurrent programs.
4 THE ANCHORJAVA CONCURRENT LANGUAGE: SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS
We formalize Anchor’s verification methodology using the idealized concurrent language AnchorJava shown in Figure 5. This formalism captures the most novel aspects of our verification
technique, including our use of synchronization specifications, reduction, and thread-modular
reasoning. Since our approach to enforcing functional method specifications is an adaptation of existing techniques [Freund and Qadeer 2004; Hawblitzel et al. 2015] we omit it from our development
to avoid additional complexity and outline that aspect of Anchor in Section 8.
AnchorJava classes include fields and methods. Method declarations mn(x) { s; return z }
include a unique method name mn, formal parameters x, and a body s followed by a return statement.
We omit static types and local variable declarations, which are orthogonal to our development.
Statements are mostly in A-normal form [Flanagan et al. 1993; Sabry and Felleisen 1992].
States Σ consist of a heap H and a collection of threads T , where each thread (s, σ ) combines a
statement s with its thread local environment σ . Expressions e are left abstract, and we use σ (e) to
denote the evaluation of e with respect to a given thread local environment σ . The heap H maps
locations to values, where each location ρ.f combines an object address ρ with a field name f . The
heap also maps each object address ρ to the thread identifier (or Tid ) of the thread holding the
object’s lock, or ⊥ if the lock is not held. We use E to range over evaluation contexts and say that
a thread (E[wrong], σ ) has gone wrong. Rather than including a special statement assert e, we
encode it as if (e) skip wrong.
The state evaluation relation Σ →t Σ ′ performs a step of thread t via an auxiliary relation
(s · σ ) · H →t (s ′ · σ ′) · H ′ for threads. Those rules are mostly straightforward. Updates to functions
are written as, for example, σ [z := true], which extends σ to map z to true.
The compare-and-swap operation z = cas(y.f , x, w) compares y.f to x, and if they match, sets
y.f to w and z to true via [Std CAS+]. Alternatively, the cas operation can fail non-deterministically
and set z to false via [Std CAS-]. If f is declared with the option modifier noABA, then locations
ρ.f must be ABA free. This means they never change from a value A to B and then back to A again.
For such locations, we assume there is some ordering ⊑ρ .f that is respected by writes to ρ.f and
the rules [Std CAS+] and [Std Write] check that this ordering is respected.
We define two different evaluation relations (or schedulers) for AnchorJava programs, as shown
in Figure 5. The relation Σ → Σ ′ models preemptive scheduling; it performs a step of an arbitrary
thread t. The relation Σ 7→ Σ ′ models cooperative scheduling where once one thread t is running, it
keeps running (without interleaved steps of other threads) until it reaches a yield point. We say
that thread t with state (s, σ ) is yielding if it is at a yield statement (s = E[yield]), has gone wrong
(s = E[wrong]), or has terminated (s = skip). Thus, the cooperative relation Σ 7→ Σ ′ only performs
a step of thread t if all other threads u , t are yielding. In particular, context switches only happen
at yielding states in which all threads are yielding.
5 SYNCHRONIZATION SPECIFICATIONS
In source code, synchronization disciplines are documented with moves_as clauses, as in
int f

moves_as SyncSpec;
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Syntax:
s ∈ Stmt ::= x = y.f | y.f = x
| z = cas(y.f , x, w)
| x = e | x = new c
| acq(x) | rel(x) | yield
| z = y.mn(x) | while e s
| if e s s | s; s | skip | wrong
meth ∈ Method ::= mn(x) { s; return z }
field ∈ Field ::= noABAopt f
D ∈ Defn ::= class c { f ield meth }
w, x, y, z ∈ Var e ∈ Expr f , д ∈ FieldName
mn ∈ MethodName c ∈ ClassName
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Standard State:
H ∈ Heap
k, l
ρ
v
σ
T
Σ
t, u
E

∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈

Location
Address
Value
Env
Threads
State
Tid
EvalCtxt

= (Location → Value)
∪ (Address → Tid ⊥ )
= ρ.f
::= ρ | true | false | null | . . .
= Var → Value
= Tid → (Stmt × Env )
=T ·H
= [•] | E; s

(s · σ ) · H →t (s ′ · σ ′ ) · H ′
σ (x) = ρ
H (ρ) = ⊥
(acq(x) · σ ) · H →t (skip · σ ) · H [ρ := t]

[Std Acq/Rel]
[Std Yield]

σ (x) = ρ
H (ρ) = t
(rel(x) · σ ) · H →t (skip · σ ) · H [ρ := ⊥]

(yield · σ ) · H →t (skip · σ ) · H

[Std New]

ρ is fresh
(x = new c · σ ) · H →t (skip · σ [x := ρ]) · H

[Std Read]

σ (y) = ρ
(x = y.f · σ ) · H →t (skip · σ [x := H (ρ.f )]) · H
σ (y) = ρ

[Std Write]
[Std CAS+]

σ (y) = ρ

[Std CAS-]

(x = e · σ ) · H →t (skip · σ [x := σ (t, e)]) · H

[Std If-True/If-False]

[Std Call]

H (ρ.f ) = σ (x) σ (w) = v
if f is declared as noABA then H (ρ.f ) ⊑ρ .f v
(z = cas(y.f , x, w) · σ ) · H →t (skip · σ [z := true]) · H [ρ.f := v]
(z = cas(y.f , x, w) · σ ) · H →t (skip · σ [z := false]) · H

[Std Expr/Skip]

[Std While]

σ (x) = v
if f is declared as noABA then H (ρ.f ) ⊑ρ .f v
(y.f = x · σ ) · H →t (skip · σ ) · H [ρ.f := v]

σ (e) = true
(if e s 1 s 2 · σ ) · H →t (s 1 · σ ) · H

(skip; s · σ ) · H →t (s · σ ) · H
σ (e) = false
(if e s 1 s 2 · σ ) · H →t (s 2 · σ ) · H

(while e s · σ ) · H →t (if e (s; while e s) skip · σ ) · H
mn(x ′ ) { s; return z ′ } ∈ D̄
∀w ∈ FV (s) \ {x ′, this, z ′ }. θ (w) is fresh
θ (x ′ ) = x
θ (this) = y
(z = y.mn(x) · σ ) · H →t (θ (s) · σ ) · H

θ (z ′ ) = z

Σ →t Σ ′

Σ → Σ′

[Std Thread]
(s · σ ) · H →t (s ′ · σ ′ ) · H ′
T [t := (E[s], σ )] · H →t T [t := (E[s ′ ], σ ′ )] · H ′

[Std Preemptive] [Std Cooperative]
Σ →t Σ ′
Σ →t Σ ′ ∀u , t . Tu is yielding
′
Σ→Σ
Σ 7→ Σ ′

Σ 7→ Σ ′

Fig. 5. AnchorJava syntax and standard semantics.
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where SyncSpec can provide different specifications for reads and writes, and can depend on the
state of locks or other data in the heap.
We capture the meaning of such synchronization specifications in our formal development as two
functions R ρ .f and Wρ .f drawn from the sets ReadMover and WriteMover , respectively. These
two functions separately define read and write access permissions for a memory location ρ.f :
R ρ .f
Wρ .f

∈
∈

ReadMover
WriteMover
Mover

=
Tid × Heap
=
Tid × Heap × Value
::= B | L | R | N | E

→ Mover
→ Mover

Thread t can read ρ.f in heap H provided that R ρ .f (t, H ) , E. In addition, R ρ .f (t, H ) specifies the
appropriate mover for each permitted read access. For writes, the synchronization discipline can
restrict the value written (e.g., to enforce that a variable is monotonically increasing). Thus, the
function Wρ .f for ρ.f ’s write synchronization discipline also takes the value being written.
Movers are partially ordered as follows, based on their decreasing commutativity:
B ⊑ {L, R} ⊑ N ⊑ E
Detecting Synchronization Errors Early. These synchronization specifications help identify
specification errors early, even before the first line of code is written.
Suppose a read of ρ.f by thread t in heap H is a right-mover, i.e. R ρ .f (t, H ) ⊑ R. Then the
synchronization discipline must prohibit a subsequent write to ρ.f by any other thread u, i.e.
Wρ .f (u, H, _) = E, because the read would not right-commute over such a write. The validity
condition [Valid Read-R] below enforces this restriction. As an example, it prohibits the erroneous
synchronization specification for field g in Section 1, where R ρ .д (t, H ) = Wρ .дb (u, H, v) = B.
Similarly, the condition [Valid Write-R] ensures that a right-mover write of v to ρ.f is not
followed by a conflicting read or write by another thread in the post state H [ρ.f := v]. The final
two conditions address left-mover reads and writes and prohibit conflicting accesses in the pre-state.
Definition 5.1 (Validity). Specification R,W is valid if for all ρ.f , t, H , v, and u where u , t:
[Valid Read-R]

R ρ .f (t, H ) ⊑ R ⇒ Wρ .f (u, H, _) = E

[Valid Write-R] Wρ .f (t, H, v) ⊑ R ⇒ Wρ .f (u, H [ρ.f := v], _) = E ∧ R ρ .f (u, H [ρ.f := v]) = E
[Valid Read-L]

R ρ .f (t, H ) ⊑ L ⇒ Wρ .f (u, H [ρ.f := _], H (ρ.f )) = E

[Valid Write-L] Wρ .f (t, H, v) ⊑ L ⇒ Wρ .f (u, H [ρ.f := _], H (ρ.f )) = E ∧ R ρ .f (u, H ) = E

Additionally, suppose thread t is permitted to write v to ρ.f in heap H , i.e. Wρ .f (t, H, v) , E.
This permission should be stable on an interleaved write ρ ′ .д = v ′ of another location by another
thread u such that Wρ ′ .д (u, H, v ′) , E. That is, the interleaved write should not change Wρ .f (t, H, v).
We refer to this correctness requirement on specifications as strict stability. Read permissions may
similarly be required to be invariant under interleaved writes, giving us the following requirement.
Definition 5.2 (Strict Stability). Specification R,W is strictly stable if for all ρ, ρ ′, t, H , v, v ′, and u
where Wρ ′.д (u, H, v ′) , E and u , t:
Wρ .f (t, H, v) = Wρ .f (t, H [ρ ′.д := v ′], v)
∧
R ρ .f (t, H ) = R ρ .f (t, H [ρ ′.д := v ′])
This strict stability condition works well for most programs. To support more subtle synchronization disciplines, Anchor enforces a more relaxed notion of stability that is weaker than Definition 5.2
yet still sufficiently strong to support reduction-based verification. That more complex definition
appears in the Supplementary Appendix.
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Instrumented State:
p ∈ Phase
::=
P ∈ PhaseMap =
C ∈ CasSet
=
Π ∈ InstState
=
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Pre | Post | Err
Tid → Phase
P(Location × Tid × Value)
T ·H ·C ·P

(s, σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (s ′, σ ′ ) · H ′ · C ′ · p ′
[Inst Acq]

σ (x) = ρ
H (ρ) = ⊥
(acq(x) · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (skip · σ ) · H [ρ := t] · C · (p ▷ R)

[Inst Rel]

σ (x) = ρ
H (ρ) = t
(rel(x) · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (skip · σ ) · H [ρ := ⊥] · C · (p ▷ L)

[Inst Yield]

(yield · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (skip · σ ) · H · C · Pre

σ (y) = ρ
m = CASable ρ .f (t, H, C) ? R : R ρ .f (t, H )
(x = y.f · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (skip · σ [x := H (ρ.f )]) · H · C · (p ▷ m)

[Inst Read]

σ (x) = v
if f is declared as noABA then H (ρ.f ) ⊑ρ .f v
ValidWrite ρ .f (C, v)
m = Wρ .f (t, H, v)
(y.f = x · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (skip · σ ) · H [ρ.f := v] · C · (p ▷ m)

σ (y) = ρ
[Inst Write]
[Inst CAS+]
σ (y) = ρ

H (ρ.f ) = σ (x)
σ (w) = v
if f is declared as noABA then H (ρ.f ) ⊑ρ .f v
ValidWrite ρ .f (C, v)
m = Wρ .f (t, H, v)
p ▷ m , Err
(z = cas(y.f , x, w) · σ ) · H · (C ∪ {(ρ.f , t, σ (x))}) · p ⇒t (skip · σ [z := true]) · H [ρ.f := v] · C · (p ▷ m)
[Inst CAS+ Wrong]
σ (y) = ρ
σ (w) = v
m = Wρ .f (t, H [ρ.f := σ (x)], v)
p ▷ m = Err
(z = cas(y.f , x, w) · σ ) · H · (C ∪ {(ρ.f , t, σ (x))}) · p ⇒t (z = cas(y.f , x, w) · σ ) · H · C · Err
[Inst CAS-]

[Inst Std]

(z = cas(y.f , x, w) · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (skip · σ [z := false]) · H · C · p
(s · σ ) · H →t (s ′ · σ ′ ) · H s ∈ {x = new c, x = e, if e s 1 s 2, while e s 1, z = y.mn(x), skip; s 1 }
(s · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (s ′ · σ ′ ) · H · C · p

Π ⇒t Π ′
[Inst Thread]

p , Err
(s · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (s ′ · σ ′ ) · H ′ · C ′ · p ′
p ′ , Err
′
′
′
T [t := (E[s], σ )] · H · C · P[t := p] ⇒t T [t := (E[s ], σ )] · H · C ′ · P[t := p ′ ]

[Inst Thread Wrong]

p , Err
(s · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (s ′ · σ ′ ) · H ′ · C ′ · Err
T [t := (E[s], σ )] · H · C · P[t := p] ⇒t T [t := (E[s], σ )] · H · C · P[t := Err]
Π ⇒ Π ′

Π ⇒ Π′
[Inst Preemptive]

Π′

Π ⇒t
Π ⇒ Π′

[Inst Cooperative]

Π ⇒t Π ′

∀u , t . u is yielding in Π
Π ⇒ Π ′

Fig. 6. AnchorJava instrumented semantics.
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6 CHECKING REDUCTION
6.1 Instrumented Semantics
We now extend the standard semantics to enforce that (1) all accesses satisfy the synchronization
specification and (2) the execution is P/C-equivalent. The resulting instrumented semantics is
shown in Figure 6, which uses shading to highlight the major changes over the standard semantics.
Recall that a reducible code sequence has the form R∗ ; [N]; L∗ . During the initial pre-commit phase,
only right-mover operations are permitted. Once the first non-mover or left-mover operation is
encountered, that is the commit point of the reducible sequence, and subsequently only left-mover
operations are permitted. Intuitively, all reads and writes in a reducible sequence can be assumed
to occur atomically at the commit point.
The instrumented semantics records, for each thread t, a phase p ∈ Phase indicating whether t
is in the Pre or Post commit phase of a reducible sequence. The operation
· ▷ · : Phase × Mover → Phase
computes the updated phase p ▷ m for t when it performs a heap access with mover m in phase
p. Essentially, in the Pre-commit phase, mover steps B and R are permitted; L and N transition a
thread from Pre to Post (this is called the commit point); and in the Post-commit phase only B
and L steps are permitted. The special phase Err indicates a reduction error occurred.
B
R
L
▷
Pre Pre Pre Post
Post Post Err Post
Err Err Err Err

N
E
Post Err
Err Err
Err Err

An instrumented state Π = T · H · C · P extends a standard state Σ = T · H with a phase map
P : Tid → Phase and also with a CasSet C (described below). Thread t is wrong in T · H · C · P if
either Tt = (E[wrong], σ ) or Pt = Err.
The instrumented relation Π ⇒t Π ′ performs a step of thread t via an auxiliary relation
(s · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (s ′ · σ ′) · H ′ · C ′ · p ′ for threads. (See [Inst Thread].) If p ′ = Err, the thread
and heap state are left unchanged via [Inst Thread Wrong] to facilitate our correctness proofs. The
relations Π ⇒ Π ′ and Π ⇒ Π ′ define steps of the instrumented semantics under preemptive and
cooperative schedulers, respectively. A thread t is yielding in Π if it is at a yield statement, has
terminated, or has gone wrong.
The rule [Inst Acq] extends [Std Acq] to update the phase from p to p ▷R, reflecting that an acquire
is a right-mover. Rule [Inst Yield] resets the phase to Pre to initiate a new reducible sequence.
As illustrated by inc() in Figure 3, the commutativity of a read depends critically on whether a
future cas operation is successful. For this reason, the instrumented semantics maintains a CasSet
C ∈ P(Location × Tid × Value), where (ρ.f , t, v) ∈ C means that, in the future, thread t will
perform a successful cas in which ρ.f is compared to v. In this situation, thread t reading v from
an ABA-free location ρ.f is a right-mover provided the read does not violate the synchronization
discipline, i.e. R ρ .f (t, H ) , E. We summarize these conditions via the following predicate, which rule
[Inst Read] uses to upgrade the commutativity m of a read from R ρ .f (t, H ) to R where appropriate:
def

CASable ρ .f (t, H, C) = f is declared as noABA ∧ (ρ.f , t, H (ρ.f )) ∈ C ρ .f ∧ R ρ .f (t, H ) , E
Rule [Inst Write] extends [Std Write] to update the thread’s phase to be p ▷ m where m =
Wρ .f (t, H, v). For ABA-free locations ρ.f , the rule requires that the ordering ⊑ρ .f is respected. In
particular, H (ρ.f ) ⊑ρ .f v and for all values v ′ appearing in C because they are read by a later
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successful cas, v ⊑ρ .f v ′. We formalize the second requirement via the following predicate:
ValidWrite ρ .f (C, v)

def

=

f is declared as noABA ⇒ ∀(ρ.f , _, v ′) ∈ C. v ⊑ρ .f v ′

Rule [Inst CAS+] similarly extends [Std CAS+] with a ValidWrite check. It also updates the
CasSet C in the pre-state to reflect this successful cas on ρ.f , and it updates the phase p to p ▷ m in
the post-state. Thus, a successful read-cas sequence
x = y . f; z = cas(y . f, x, w)
is reducible as follows, where we assume R ρ .f (_, _) = Wρ .f (_, _, _) = N and σ = [y 7→ ρ, w 7→ 2]:

⇒t∗
⇒t

T
H
C
P
[t →
7 ( (x = y.f; z = cas(y.f,x,w)), σ
)] · [ρ.f 7→ 1] · {(ρ.f , t, 1)} · [t →
7 Pre]
[t →
7 (
z = cas(y.f,x,w), σ [x := 1]
)] · [ρ.f 7→ 1] · {(ρ.f , t, 1)} · [t →
7 Pre]
[t 7→ (
skip, σ [x := 1, z := true] )] · [ρ.f 7→ 2] ·
∅ · [t 7→ Post]

We reach the second state from the first via [Inst Read] followed by [Inst Std] to eliminate the
resulting skip. The third state follows from the second via [Inst CAS+].
Rule [Inst CAS+ Wrong] addresses the case were p ▷ m = Err. Two subtleties are worth noting.
First, in order to establish the desired commutativity properties for our correctness argument
below, this rule needs to left-commute across concurrent writes to ρ.f . Therefore we compute the
commutativity m = Wρ .f (t, H [ρ.f := σ (x)], v) in the heap H [ρ.f := σ (x)]. This heap is identical
to H if the cas could have succeeded. Second, rule [Inst CAS+ Wrong] must update the CasSet C
in the pre-state to be C ∪ {(ρ.f , t, v)}. If we were to omit this update to C, then Anchor could
not verify the read-cas code snippet above. Specifically, the read would be a non-mover if C
were empty, transitioning the thread to the Post state. The cas operation would then execute via
[Inst CAS+ Wrong] due to the reduction error as Post ▷ N = Err, as illustrated below.

⇒t∗
⇒t

6.2

T
H
C
P
[t 7→ ( (x = y.f; z = cas(y.f, x, w)), σ
)] · [ρ.f 7→ 1] · ∅ · [t 7→ Pre]
[t 7→ (
z = cas(y.f, x, w), σ [x := 1] )] · [ρ.f 7→ 1] · ∅ · [t 7→ Post]
[t 7→ (
z = cas(y.f, x, w), σ [x := 1] )] · [ρ.f 7→ 1] · ∅ · [t →
7 Err]

Correspondence to the Standard Semantics

The instrumented semantics (⇒) behaves the same as a standard semantics (→), except it may go
wrong as a result of detecting a violation of the synchronization specifications or reducibility. In
proving this correspondence, we assume that specification R,W is valid and stable; P0 denotes the
initial phase map λt . Pre; and that the initial program state Σ0 = T0 · H 0 is yielding and nonblocking,
meaning that any reducible code sequence reaching its commit point must terminate.
Note that the initial CasSet C 0 must be appropriately chosen to reflect the successful cas operations that will be performed during the run. A CasSet C is valid for a heap H if C contains only
values for future cas operations that are properly ordered with respect to the current values in H :
C is valid for H

iff

∀ρ.f , v. f is declared as noABA ∧ (ρ.f , _, v) ∈ C ⇒ H (ρ.f ) ⊑ρ .f v

Theorem 1. If T0 · H 0 →∗ T · H then there exists a valid C 0 for H 0 such that either:
(1) there exists P such that T0 · H 0 · C 0 · P 0 ⇒∗ T · H · ∅ · P, or
(2) T0 · H 0 · C 0 · P0 ⇒∗ Π where Π is wrong.
Proof. By induction on the length of →∗ and case analysis.

□

Consequently, if the standard semantics can go wrong then so does the instrumented semantics.
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Thread-Modular State:
Θ ∈ ThreadModularState = (s · σ ) · H · C · p
Θ |⇛t Θ ′
[TM Step]
[TM Step Wrong]
(s · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (s ′ · σ ′ ) · H ′ · C ′ · p ′ p ′ , Err
(s · σ ) · H · C · p ⇒t (s ′ · σ ′ ) · H ′ · C ′ · Err
′
′
′
′
′
(E[s] · σ ) · H · C · p |⇛t (E[s ] · σ ) · H · C · p
(E[s] · σ ) · H · C · p |⇛t (E[s] · σ ) · H · C · Err
[TM Yield]

Yield (t, H, H ′ )
(E[yield] · σ ) · H · C · p |⇛t (E[yield] · σ ) · H ′ · C · p

where Yield (t, H, H ′ )

=
∧

∀x . R x (t, H ) ⊑ R ⇒ H (x) = H ′ (x)
∀l . H (l) = t ⇔ H ′ (l) = t

Fig. 7. AnchorJava thread-modular semantics.

Corollary 1. IfT0 ·H 0 goes wrong under → then there exists a valid C 0 for H 0 such thatT0 ·H 0 ·C 0 ·P 0
goes wrong under ⇒.
Finally, a cooperative run of the instrumented semantics is cooperative under the standard semantics.
Theorem 2. If T0 · H 0 · C 0 · P0 ⇒∗ T · H · C · P for some C 0 , T , H , C, and P, then T0 · H 0 7→∗ T · H .
Proof. By induction on the length of ⇒∗ and case analysis.
6.3

□

Reducibility of the Instrumented Semantics

We next show that the instrumented semantics is P/C-equivalent, i.e. that any preemptive run (⇒)
is reducible to a cooperative run (⇒), under the assumption that cooperative runs do not go wrong.
Theorem 3 (Reduction). If Π = T0 · H 0 · C 0 · P 0 and Π 0 does not go wrong under  ⇒, then:
(1) Π 0 does not go wrong under ⇒.
(2) If Π 0 ⇒∗ Π where Π is yielding, then Π0 ⇒∗ Π.
Proof. See Supplementary Appendix.

□

7 THREAD-MODULAR SEMANTICS
Our final semantics is a thread-modular semantics (Figure 7) that provides the foundation for
our verifier, as it avoids explicitly reasoning about all interleavings of an unbounded number of
threads. Instead, it analyzes one thread at a time in a cooperative fashion, using the synchronization
specification to model possible behaviors of other threads at yield points.
When analyzing some thread t, the thread-modular semantics maintains a state Θ = (s ·σ )·H ·C ·p
consisting of the thread state s · σ for t, the heap H , the CasSet C, and the phase p of that thread.
The relation Θ |⇛t Θ′ performs an arbitrary step possible in state Θ. This relation models steps
of t precisely by delegating to the instrumented semantics via rule [TM Step] or [TM Step Wrong].
If s = E[yield], then rule [TM Yield] models possible behaviors of other threads under the given
synchronization specification. In particular, the relation Yield (t, H, H ′) captures heap mutations
that threads other than t may perform in H . A variable x can only change in H ′ if thread t does not
have right-mover read permission, and a lock l is held by t in H ′ iff it was held by t in H .
Note that, at each yield, [TM Yield] can fire multiple times before [TM Step] transitions to a
non-yielding state, thus modeling non-deterministic scheduling.
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The following simulation mapping Π|t maps the instrumented state Π to a corresponded threadmodular state Θ by projecting away threads other than t:
(T · H · C · P)|t = T (t) · H · { (t, _, _) ∈ C} · P(t)
For any instrumented state Π 0 , running Π 0 |t under |⇛t simulates (over-approximates) the behavior
of thread t under ⇒ and so detects if t would go wrong.
Theorem 4 (Simulation). Suppose Π0 ⇒∗ Π. Then (Π0 |t) |⇛t (Π|t).
Proof. By induction on the length of Π 0 ⇒∗ Π and case analysis.

□

Corollary 2. If Π 0 ⇒∗ Π where thread t has gone wrong in Π, then Π 0 |t goes wrong under |⇛t .
We now state and prove our central correctness result relating the behavior of the original
program Σ0 = T0 · H 0 and the corresponding thread-modular programs.
Theorem 5 (Correctness). Given an initial program T0 · H 0 , suppose that for all t and all initial
CasSets C 0 , the thread-modular program (T0 · H 0 · C 0 · P0 )|t does not go wrong under |⇛t . Then
T0 · H 0 does not go wrong under → and is P/C-equivalent.
Proof. For any C 0 , let Π 0 = T0 · H 0 · C 0 · P 0 . By Theorem 4, Π 0 does not go wrong under ⇒. By
Theorem 3(1), Π0 does not go wrong under ⇒. Since this holds for any C 0 , by Corollary 1, Σ0 does
not go wrong under →. Next, consider any standard, preemptive run T0 · H 0 →∗ T · H where T · H
is yielding. By Theorem 1, T0 · H 0 · C 0 · P 0 ⇒∗ T · H · ∅ · P for some C 0 and P. By Theorem 3(2),
T0 · H 0 · C 0 · P 0 ⇒∗ T · H · ∅ · P. By Theorem 2, T0 · H 0 7→∗ T · H .
□
8

ANCHOR VERIFIER

We have implemented the Anchor verifier based on these ideas. The input language for Anchor
is a subset of Java extended with specifications. Anchor does not yet support some Java features,
such as inheritance, subtyping, generics, and the full set primitive types. Anchor also includes
a compiler to generate executable Java code directly from Anchor source code. That compiler
utilizes the standard Java concurrency library [Lea 2019] to implement locks and cas operations.
Given a target program, Anchor verifies that the synchronization specification is valid, stable,
and respected by the code; that the code is race-free and P/C equivalent; that methods conform to
their functional specifications (if provided); and that no assertions fail. To check these properties,
Anchor generates a Boogie program embodying the necessary validity/stability checks and the
execution of each public method under the thread-modular semantics. Anchor then checks that
program with the Boogie verifier [Barnett et al. 2005]. Any errors are mapped back to the Anchor
source and reported along with details extracted from Boogie’s counter-examples.
Modeling Heap Changes at Yield Points. The thread-modular semantics models the effect of a
yield as zero or more heap updates via the Yield relation. That relation is defined in terms of each
memory location’s read access permission: the value of any memory location for which the current
thread has right-mover read access is preserved. This rule works for the vast majority of cases, but
it may admit changes to x.f that are not actually feasible if updates to x.f are restricted in some
particular ways. For example, consider again AtomicInt from Figure 3 and a client of that class:
public void incTwice(AtomicInt counter) {
int orig = counter . inc();
yield;
assert counter . inc() > orig;
}
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Ignoring the yields_as annotation on field n in Figure 3 for the moment, Anchor would be unable
to prove that the assertion in incTwice always succeeds even though it does. Specifically, since the
current thread does not have right-mover read access to counter.n at the yield, Anchor must
assume counter.n could have any value after the yield.
This motivates our introduction of optional yields_as annotations to better approximate heap
updates. These annotations relate a field’s post-yield value to its pre-yield value. For our AtomicInt
class, we include a yields_as annotation guaranteeing the value of n may only increase at a yield.
Anchor verifies that yields_as annotations subsume all writes permissible by the synchronization
specification and that the resulting Yield relation is reflexively and transitively closed.
The related noABA annotation also restricts how a field may be changed at a yield point. Anchor
verifies that such a field exhibits ABA freedom, namely that that the field is never changed from a
value A to B and then back to A again, using the yields_as annotation. For example, the yields_as
annotation on n above indicates that if n is currently A and another thread updates it to a new and
distinct value B, it must be that B > A. No thread could change n back to A without violating the
field’s yields_as specification since A ≱ B.
Method Specifications. Anchor’s technique for verifying public method specifications is inspired by earlier work on Calvin-R [Freund and Qadeer 2004] and CIVL [Hawblitzel et al. 2015].
Space limitations prevent full discussion, but we illustrate the core ideas with several small examples.
A public method containing no yields always has atomic behavior. That behavior can be specified
with standard requires, modifies, and ensures annotations, as illustrated in Figure 2 for the
LockBasedStack.push() method. A public method containing yields may also exhibit atomic
behavior if it never executes more than one yield-free code region with visible side effects. The
LockBasedStack.pop() method in Figure 2 has this property.
The behavior of public methods with non-atomic behavior can be specified via a sequence of
blocks containing modifies and ensures clauses. For example, the incTwice method above can
be specified as:
{ modifies counter; ensures counter . n == old(counter . n) + 1; }
yield;
{ modifies counter; ensures counter . n == old(counter . n) + 1; }

We include the yield keyword in the specification to reinforce that interference may occur at those
intermediate points, and that the heap state at those points may be exposed to other threads.
The add method for a sorted linked list implemented with hand-over-hand locking is similarly
non-atomic and be specified as a sequence of three atomic blocks that refer to an additional
specification variable ptr. The first initializes ptr to the head of the list; the second (which may be
iterated any number of times) moves ptr one node further down the list, performing the appropriate
synchronization, until the insertion point is found; and the third inserts a new node at that location.
Anchor verifies that method bodies conform to their specifications a simulation check that
matches the execution of a yield-free region to a corresponding step taken in the specification.
Thread-local Analysis. Anchor uses a simple strategy to identify thread-local objects. A newlyallocated object is thread-local until a reference to it is stored in another object, at which point it is
considered shared. Thus, shared objects never refer to thread-local data. The same applies to arrays.
Also, Anchor assumes that the receiver and all objects passed as parameters to public methods
are shared, and that the receiver of a call to a public constructor is considered local. One area for
future work is to integrate a more robust analysis for ownership [Clarke et al. 1998].
Method Inlining. Anchor verifies each public method modularly but handles all embedded
method calls via inlining, which simplifies our formal development and implementation when
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compared to existing techniques such as Calvin-R [Freund and Qadeer 2004], Armada [Lorch et al.
2020a], and CIVL [Hawblitzel et al. 2015]. In particular, inlining enables us to avoid forcing the
programmer to write (and verify) full specifications of helper methods when using Anchor. Since
the concurrent components we currently target are typically relatively small, we do not expect this
to become a limiting factor.
Object Invariants. Anchor also supports object invariants. For example, to express that Nodes in
a linked list must be ordered by their items, we can add the following invariant to our Node class
from Figure 2.
invariant this . next != null ==>

this . item <= this . next . item;

Anchor assumes all object invariants hold at the start of each public method and immediately
after each yield operation, and it verifies that the invariants hold at the end of each public method
and immediately before each yield operation.
Post Phase Termination and Termination Metrics. Our correctness argument requires that
code is non-blocking, i.e. that any reducible sequence reaching its commit point must terminate. As
such, Anchor verifies that any thread entering the Post phase of a reducible block reaches a yield
point, and it rejects any program that, when in the Post phase, block indefinitely (e.g., due to an
acquire) or loop indefinitely. To prove loops terminate, the programmer may supply a termination
metric, as in, e.g., Dafny [Leino 2010], via a decreases annotation that provides a non-negative
integer expression that decreases in value on each loop iteration. (Standard loop invariants are also
supported.)
9 EVALUATION
We evaluated Anchor on a variety of standard concurrent collection classes, the FastTrack
dynamic data race detection algorithm [Flanagan and Freund 2010; Wilcox et al. 2018], and a
specialized queue found in the LibLFDS library [LibLFDS 2019].
9.1 P/C Equivalence for Concurrent Collections
We begin by verifying synchronization specifications and P/C equivalence for a dozen concurrent
collection implementations adapted from Java implementations presented in The Art of Multiprocessor Programming [Herlihy and Shavit 2008]. Table 1 lists these programs, including references to the
origins of the techniques employed in the more sophisticated versions. We chose these programs
because they contain synchronization idioms representative of those used in large, complex systems.
Indeed, many of the more sophisticated programs we studied are not only subtle enough to have
had full technical papers dedicated to them but have also served as canonical examples of how to
design high performance or lock-free algorithms. In general, the programs required several minutes
to several hours of programmer time to specify and verify, depending on the complexity of the
synchronization. We adopted the following methodology in our work:
(1) Write the synchronization specification and verify validity and stability.
(2) Implement the code and verify it in a single-threaded setting. This step is enabled by commandline option that configures Anchor to assume no heap changes occur during yields. In other
words, we verify the program assuming no thread interference.
(3) Verify the code in the default setting in which Anchor assumes multiple threads may be
running concurrently. In this case, the heap may change at yields.
We found the first two steps quite valuable. The first enabled us debug synchronization specifications
without writing any code. We found that once we understood the basic design of the code, writing
the specification was fairly straightforward, and indeed precisely writing it down often helped us
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Table 1. Concurrent Collections verified for P/C equivalence by Anchor. (Section 9.1.)

Program

Synchronization Idiom

Stacks (w/ push, pop, and init)
Coarse
Lock-based (as in Figure 2)
Lock-free
CAS-based (as in Figure 2) [Treiber 1986]
Linked Lists (w/ add, remove, contains, and init)
Coarse
One lock for all nodes
Hand-over-hand locking [Bayer and SchkolFine
nick 1977]
Optimistic Fine, with lock-free search + validation [Herlihy and Shavit 2008]
Lazy
Optimistic, with lock-free contains [Heller
et al. 2005]
Lock-Free CAS-based [Harris 2001; Michael 2002]
Queues (w/ enqueue, dequeue, and init)
Coarse
One lock for all nodes
Lock-Free CAS-based [Michael and Scott 1996]
Separate locks for enq/deq, bounded size [Lea
Bounded
2019; Michael and Scott 1996]
HashSets (w/ add, remove, contains, and init)
Coarse
One lock for all buckets
Striped
array of locks for buckets [Lea 2019]

Total Size
(LOC)

Sync.
Specs

Yields

requires/
Invariants

31
43

3
3

0
2

0
0

3.20
3.48

100
115

4
4

0
3

26
22

4.24
3.62

157

4

14

26

4.60

113

4

11

18

4.68

192

4

14

26

21.46

45
74
137

2
2
2

0
8
6

6
4
16

4.79
5.55
35.49

190
232

3
3

0
3

28
39

14.68
62.09

Anchor
Time (s)

understand why the implementation was correct. When we did make mistakes, Anchor’s error
reports enabled us to identify and refine problematic cases. Those reports typically pointed directly
to the part of the synchronization specification that needed to be strengthened or weakened.
The second step enabled us to identify and fix many basic programming and reduction errors
before verifying correctness in the presence of heap changes at yield points. As in the first step,
the error reports, like those in Section 2, helped isolate errors quickly.
Table 1 lists the number of non-empty, non-comment lines of code in each program, as well
as counts of fields with synchronization specifications, yield annotations, requires clauses, and
loop/object invariants. The table also includes Anchor verification time (computed as the average
of 10 runs on a MacOS 10.15 computer with 3.2 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 64GB of memory).
In addition to lock-based and lock-free stack implementations from Figure 2, we include five linked
list implementations that store integers in increasing order with no duplicates. The high number
of requires clauses and invariants needed to verify those lists are related to ordering rather than
concurrency and would be needed even if verifying a sequential implementation.
The Coarse List protects all linked list nodes with a single lock, and the Fine List protects each
node with its own lock. The latter utilizes hand-over-hand locking to support concurrent traversals.
The yields in Fine, Optimistic, and Lazy Lists indicate that other threads may change the list as
one thread traverses it. The Lock-Free list foregoes locks altogether in favor of CAS operations.
As one would expect, the three optimistic cases require more yield operations and result in proof
obligations that are more difficult to dispatch, as evidenced by the higher Anchor run times.
The Bounded Queue has complex synchronization that uses separate enqLock and deqLock locks
for adding and removing items, enabling those operations to run in parallel. The high Anchor
verification time seems due to the theories and strategies employed by the underlying Z3 SMT
solver [de Moura and Bjùrner 2008] to handle modular arithmetic.
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Table 2. Components verified for P/C equivalence and functional correctness.
Size (LOC)
Program

Code

Specs and Proofs

Total

Verification Time (s)

220
261

150
528

370
789
0.46

40.8
10.0
4.08

Single Enqueuer/Dequeuer Lock-Free Queue
Anchor
Section 9.3
35
70
Armada
[Lorch et al. 2020a]
Anchor/Armanda

27
694

62
764
0.08

13.4
2167
0.006

Fastrack Datarace Detection Algorithm
Anchor
Section 9.2
CIVL
[Wilcox et al. 2018]
Anchor/CIVL

The Striped HashSet also exhibits a complex synchronization strategy. That class uses elements
in a locks array to guard linked lists stored in a resizable table array. Specifically, table[index]
is protected by locks[i % this.locks.length]. A resizing operation replaces the table with a
larger one when a certain usage threshold is reached. To ensure that resizing happens atomically
with respect to other concurrent operations, the table field can be read when any lock in the
locks array is held but can only be modified when all locks in locks are held:
List[moves_as guarded_by this . locks[index % this . locks . length]] table
moves_as isRead() ? (exists int i :: 0 <= i < this . locks . length && holds(this . locks[i])) ? B : E
: (forall int i :: 0 <= i < this . locks . length ==> holds(this . locks[i])) ? B : E;

As before, the need to reason about modular arithmetic leads to longer verification times.
9.2 Comparison to CIVL: The FastTrack Race Detector
We also implemented and verified the core FastTrack dynamic data race detection algorithm in
Anchor. We chose this case study because it is a complex, self-contained concurrent algorithm
that was previously verified [Wilcox et al. 2018] in the CIVL verifier [Hawblitzel et al. 2015]. The
algorithm uses a variety of synchronization idioms to ensure lock-free handling of the most common
cases, including a mix of immutable, thread-local, read-only, lock-protected, write-protected, and
volatile data, as well as synchronization mechanisms that change over time.
Despite having a sophisticated synchronization discipline, the algorithm itself is straightforward
and was originally described in roughly 120 lines of Java-like pseudo-code. Our Anchor implementation is about 220 lines, with the additional lines due to syntactic differences, the inclusion of
constructors absent in the original, and field and method duplication necessitated by the lack of
inheritance. We verified that our code correctly implements a complete, formal specification of the
FastTrack analysis. As shown in Figure 2, this required adding 150 lines of specification on top
of the original 220 lines of code for a total of 370 lines. Anchor verified this program in about 40
seconds. Our implementation is available in the companion artifact for this paper [Flanagan and
Freund 2020].
Comparison to CIVL. We previously implemented the same algorithm in CIVL using 211 lines of
code plus 528 lines of specification, for a total of 789 lines [Flanagan et al. 2018; Wilcox et al. 2018].
In other words, the total code base for Anchor was 42% the size of CIVL’s.
Those larger specifications are quite involved and required a significant amount of time and
effort to develop. One reason for this difference is Anchor’s concise synchronization specifications,
and its ability to characterize the possible effects of thread interference at yield points using those
specifications. More verbose and low-level mechanisms are needed to do that in CIVL. For example,
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in CIVL, the commutativity of memory accesses is captured in the declarations of specialized
accessor functions. For the readEpoch field from Figure 4, the two-line Anchor synchronization
specification becomes four accessor functions in CIVL: VarStateGetR and VarStateSetR for
reading and writing to the field with the lock held (B and N, respectively); VarStateGetRNoLock for
reading without the lock held (N); and VarStateGetRShared for reading when the value is SHARED
(R). An additional łrefinedž version for each function must be included to specify its commuting
behavior. One of these accessors functions and its refinement is shown below.
// Accessor for VarState's readEpoch when it is SHARED .
procedure {:yields} {:layer 0} {:refines "AtomicVarStateGetRShared"}
VarStateGetRShared({:linear "tid"} tid: Tid, x: VarState) returns (e: Epoch);
// Refinement capturing commutativity and context in which it can be used .
procedure {:right} {:layer 1,20}
AtomicVarStateGetRShared({:linear "tid"} tid: Tid, x: VarState) returns (e: Epoch) {
assert ValidTid(tid); assume sx . readEpoch[x] == SHARED; e := SHARED;
}

In addition to higher notational overhead, one consequence of this approach is that we cannot easily
write code in which a specific memory access has different commutativities on different execution
paths. This scenario occurs when reading sx.readEpoch on line 156 in Figure 4. The commutativity depends on whether the value read is SHARED, as captured in the Anchor specification for
readEpoch. In contrast, we must write the following in CIVL to capture that subtlety:
if (*) {
// read of sx . readEpoch is N
call r := VarStateGetRNoLock(tid, sx); assume r != SHARED; . . .
} else {
// read of sx . readEpoch is R
call r := VarStateGetRShared(tid, sx); assume r == SHARED; . . .
}

Such encodings move the verified version further away from an executable version, and they rely
on reasoning not captured by the CIVL verifier to ensure that the assumptions in the two branches
cover all possible behaviors.
Anchor also uses synchronization specifications to model potential heap updates at yield points.
In CIVL, on the other hand, the programmer must describe those potential heap updates manually.
While there are some clear benefits to Anchor’s higher-level approach to synchronization
specifications, one downside is that Anchor generates more complex verification conditions.
Indeed Anchor took about 4x longer than CIVL to verify the Anchor FastTrack implementation.
We have yet not conducted performance tuning, and we expect introducing specialized triggers for
quantified formulas to improve performance.
Finally, we note that CIVL employs a lower-level programming language suitable for verification
but not for execution or ease of use. In contrast, Anchor can compile input programs directly into
Java, meaning that the executed code is exactly the code that is verified.
9.3 Comparison to Armada: Single Enqueuer/Dequeuer Lock-Free Queue
We also implemented the largest benchmark from the recently published work on Armada [Lorch
et al. 2020a]. That benchmark is a non-blocking queue from LibLFDS [LibLFDS 2019] that designed
for use by a single enqueuer thread and single dequeuer thread [Lamport 1983]. The original C++
code represents a queue of key-value pairs as an array of small structures. Since Anchor does not
support structures we instead employ an array of Pair objects.
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class Queue {

200
201
202

// Concrete State
array ElemsType = Pair[moves_as RepInv && ((tid == 0 && inTailToHead (index)) ||
(tid == 1 && inHeadToTail (index))) ? B : E];

203
204
205

[ElemsType] elems moves_as isLocal(this) ? B : readonly;

206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213

volatile int tail moves_as isRead() ? tid == 0 ? B : N
: tid == 0 && inTailToHead (newValue) ? N : E
yields_as RepInv ==> inTailToHead (newValue);
volatile int head moves_as isRead() ? tid == 1 ? B : N
: tid == 1 && (inHeadToTail (newValue) || newValue == this . tail) ? N : E
yields_as RepInv ==> inHeadToTail (newValue) || newValue == this . tail;

214
215

invariant RepInv ;

216

// Abstract State
ghost Seq<Pair> spec;
invariant this . spec . length == (Len + this . tail - this . head) % Len;
invariant (forall int i :: inHeadToTail (i) ==> this . elems[i] == this . spec[(Len + i - this . head) % Len]);

217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

modifies this;
ensures this . spec == [ ];
public Vector() {
// spec, head, tail all zero/empty initialized
this . elems = new [ElemsType](512);
}
requires tid == 0;
modifies this;
ensures !$result && this . spec == old(this . spec)
|| $result && this . spec == old(this . spec) ++ [x];
public boolean enqueue(Pair x) {
N
if ((this . tail + 1) % Len != this . head) {
yield;
B
this . elems[this . tail] = x;
N
this . tail = (this . tail + 1) % Len;
this . spec = this . spec ++ [x];
return true;
} else {
return false;
}
}
requires tid == 1;
modifies this;
ensures $result == null && this . spec == old(this . spec)
|| old(this . spec) == [$result] ++ this . spec;
public Pair dequeue() {
N if (this . head != this . tail) {
yield;
B
int result = this . elems[this . head];
N
this . head = (this . head + 1) % Len;
this . spec = this . spec[1 . . SeqLen(this . spec)];
return result;
} else {
return null;
}
}
}

Queue Configurations
head < tail:
head

…

tail

…

head

…

tail,
head

tail < head:
tail

tail == head (empty):

tail + 1 == head (full):
tail

head

inHeadToTail

…

inTailToHead

Fig. 8. A Concurrent Queue supporting a single enqueuing thread and single dequeuing thread.
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We present the full implementation in Figure 8. A Queue includes an elems array (line 204)
storing Pair objects. (The type of elems is specified using the array type abbreviation ElemsType
introduced by the array declaration on line 201.) The Queue also has tail and head indices
(lines 206 and 210) that are always within the bounds of elems. This requirement is captured by
the invariant on line 214, which uses the following abbreviations for readability:
Len
RepInv

≡
≡

this.elems.length
this.elems != null && 0 <= this.head < Len && 0 <= this.tail < Len

New items are added at tail and removed from head. Thus, all indices conceptually falling in the
range from head and tail hold stored values, and all other indices are empty, although it is slightly
subtle to describe this range precisely because of the way in which the queue values may wrap
back around to the start of the array. The Queue Configurations in Figure 8 illustrate the various
cases, which we capture in the following two predicates over array indices i:
inHeadToTail(i)

≡

inTailToHead(i)

≡

this.head <= this.tail ?
:
this.tail < this.head ?
:

this.head
this.head
this.tail
this.tail

<=
<=
<=
<=

i
i
i
i

<
<
<
<

this.tail
Len || 0 <= i < this.tail
this.head
Len || 0 <= i < this.head

We specify the behavior of Queue with the ghost field spec (line 217). Ghost fields are present
only at verification time and not at run time, They enable us to express specifications using data
abstraction. Specifically, spec represents the current state of the queue as sequence of elements.2
The invariants on lines 218ś219 state that spec matches the concrete queue representation.
Ignoring concurrency for the moment, the enqueue method checks that the queue is not already
full before proceeding to add the new value x at elems[tail] and incrementing tail. Line 237
additionally appends x onto the abstract sequence spec. Since that line contains no accesses to
normal, non-ghost, memory locations, it is ignored during reduction. The method specification
(lines 230ś231) describes behavior in terms of the update to spec. The dequeue method is similar.
Queue supports safe concurrent accesses, provided there is only ever one enqueuing thread and
one dequeuing thread. To model that requirement we require that only Thread 0 calls enqueue
(line 228), and that only Thread 1 calls dequeue (line 248). We define the synchronization discipline
for Queue for those two threads:
• elems: Thread 1 can access the portion of the array storing enqueued values, and Thread 0
can access the unused portion of the array. All other accesses are errors.
• tail: Since only Thread 0 may write to tail, reads by Thread 0 are both-movers and reads
by other threads are non-movers. Thread 0 can update tail to index newValue only if that
value is within the currently unused portion of the array, i.e. inTailToHead (newValue). Thus,
Thread 0 can update tail to make the queue be łmore full", but not łless full".
• head: Similarly, Thread 1 can update head to a newValue such that inHeadToTail (newValue)
or newValue == this.tail, thereby making the queue łless full".
That synchronization discipline guarantees race freedom and P/C equivalence with only two yields,
at lines 234 and 250. Moreover, the yields_as annotations for tail (line 208) and head (line 212)
capture key properties about what each thread may observe at yield points. For example, the
yields_as annotation for tail indicates that, assuming the representation invariant RepInv holds,
other threads will only change tail to point to another element in the unused portion of the array.
That is, when a thread reaches a yield, it may observe a change in tail, but the new value will
always reflect a fuller queue than the old value. Thus, in dequeue, if the queue is not empty before
2 In

Anchor, ghost values of type Seq<T> are immutable sequences of T elements, where [ ] is the empty sequence
and [x] is a single-element sequence. Sequences support concatenation (s 1 ++ s 2 ), length (s.length), and subsequence
s[start..end] operations. Sequences may only be used in specifications, not actual code.
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the yield, it is not empty afterwards. In addition, reading head is a both-mover and reading tail is
a non-mover, resulting in line 249 having an overall commutativity of N. All accesses after the yield
are both-movers, except for the write to head, which is a non-mover, resulting in lines 251 and 252
having commutativities of B and N, respectively. Similar reasoning guarantees that a non-full queue
will never become full at the yield in enqueue, and that enqueue is P/C equivalent.
Implementing the Queue, designing the appropriated specification, and verifying the code took
roughly one person-day of time. Anchor specifications increased code size from 35 to 62 lines, and
Anchor verifies the code in 13.4 seconds. The Java code generated from the Anchor implementation
has performance indistinguishable from a Java implementation written by hand.
Comparison to Armada. Armada was used to verify a similar specification for this queue. To
prove a program correct in Armada, one starts with the initial program and then writes a series
of programs, each simpler than the previous, until we reach a program serving as the high-level
specification of the first. The programmer must then prove that each program is a refinement of the
previous, using either builtin proof strategies or custom strategies provided by the programmer.
Writing the proofs for the queue took about 6 person-days of work [Lorch et al. 2020a], about 6x as
long as we spent using Anchor to verify a similar correctness property. The original implementation
was 70 lines of code, and the the final layer and necessary proofs comprised an additional 694
lines. This total of 764 lines is about 12x greater than the size of the code and specification for the
Anchor version. Moreover, the computation time required for the Armada verifier [Lorch et al.
2020b] to verify this example on our test machine was about 160x the time required when using
Anchor. Excluding verification of the builtin proof strategies distributed with Armada reduces the
overall time, but only to about 150x the Anchor time.
Armada supports a number of powerful features absent in Anchor, including the ability to
specify multiple layers of refinement, reason about behavior under the TSO relaxed memory model,
and extend the system with additional proof techniques. Those features can be highly valuable and
enable proof strategies beyond Anchor’s capabilities, but they clearly come at a cost.
10 CONCLUSION
Reduction is an effective technique for concurrent program verification. Reduction proofs are
fundamentally about movers that specify how heap operations commute over steps of other threads.
In Anchor, movers play not just their their traditional role in reduction-based verification, but also
a primary role in synchronization specifications. Indeed, conditional movers are the basis of both
the programmer’s conceptual model of correctness and the verifier’s SMT-based reasoning, and are
also used to communicate from the programmer to the verifier (via synchronization specifications)
as well as from the verifier to the programmer (via error messages). This approach appears to work
well in practice. Conditional mover synchronization specifications are expressive and concise. They
enable a modular methodology for interleaved development and verification (Section 9), and they
have enabled verification of several sophisticated concurrent algorithms with moderate effort.
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